Host FM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Elara Halloween Special Stardate 10110.28 "Something Wicked This Way Comes" Episode One 
     
Cast of Characters
Chris “Trembling” Tucker as Captain David Harison [CO]
Bernie “Wicked” Wallowitch as Commander Bernie Wall [XO]
Terry “Icky” Imrie as Commander Joseph Timrok [CTO]
Lília “Pulse Pounding” Perfeito as Lieutenant Commander Alexandra Gomes [CSO] 
Eldad ben “Tormenting” Tovim as Lieutenant Commander Maor [CIV]
Peter “Slimy” Saunders as Lieutenant Peter Pazoski [TO]
Karen “Bite isn’t as worse as her” Barkas as Lieutenant Kezia Pazoski [CNS] 
Linda “Damned” Davis as Lieutenant Jan Zaris [CMO] & Lin Zaris 
Kate “Monster Mash” Mulberry as Lieutenant Junior Grade Mireille Ruskinara [SO]
Scott “Freaky” Fisher as Lieutenant Junior Grade Jason Seppela [OPS]
Chris “Lamenting” Laard as Lieutenant Junior Grade Jonathan Farewell [CEO] & Eng. Staff

Michael “Jitters” Jones as President Yego, Aarocdi Commander, Dr. Keintorn & Lt. Tima

Host FM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Scary Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

OPS_Seppela says:
::on the bridge, at OPS, reading over the information the Federation has on the Aarocdi planet::

CIV_Maor says:
::At bridge, walking around the bridge::

CMO_Zaris says:
::sits with her sister in sickbay:: Lin: no.. I don't think that one looks good..

Host XO_Wall says:
::just arrives back on the bridge after meeting with officer in stellar cartography::

CTO_Timrok says:
::stands at TAC checking phaser targeting resolution::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Elara just arrives in Aarocdi orbit.

CIV_Maor says:
::Glances over the OPS shoulder::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::sitting on the bridge reading from a Padd::

Host CO_David says:
::sits in the center chair on the bridge:: FCO: Status?

CSO_Gomes says:
::on the bridge at science one working on recalibrating the sensors for the needed specifications::

TO_Pazoski says:
::walks down a corridor nursing a phaser rifle over his shoulder::

CMO_Zaris says:
<Lin_Zaris> Jan: well why not? it has enough rooms..

Host FM_Selan says:
<Lt. Tima> CO: We're in orbit, sir.

SO_Ruskinara says:
::sitting at sci2 looking up data for the mission::

CTO_Timrok says:
::begins scans of the system ::

OPS_Seppela says:
::looks up as Maor stares over his shoulder:: CIV: Can I help you, sir?

Host CO_David says:
Tima: Understood.

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Begin scans.

CEO_Farewell says:
::in cargo bay 1, discussing the final results with a few engineers, taking down adjustments made::

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to the CO::

CIV_Maor says:
::Shakes his head:: OPS: Nothing, just interested in something Sir. ::Moves away::

OPS_Seppela says:
::turns back to his console as Maor walks away, a bit confused but ignoring it::

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: I'm detecting a massive vehicle movement around the capital city. It looks like the evacuation is almost complete

CMO_Zaris says:
Lin: because i don't like it.. isn't that good enough? ::stands from the bio-bed as a report is handed to her::

Host CO_David says:
XO: Is your away team ready commander?

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: .. Also, a huge army group has taken a defensive line

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Any data or location on the creature?

CIV_Maor says:
::Glances back at the CSO comment, he turns to look at the CO::

OPS_Seppela says:
::transfers more power than normal to the short range sensors, so they can get a good idea of what's going on surface-side::

TO_Pazoski says:
::takes a PADD from his belt and makes a few notes onto it before flicking over to a situation report::

CSO_Gomes says:
::scans for unusual life signs::

Host XO_Wall says:
CO: ::as he looks at the CIV move away from ops:: yes

Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: your with me

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: Yes, its moving towards the city

SO_Ruskinara says:
CSO: Anything unusual showing up Ma'am?

CIV_Maor says:
::Nods at the XO:: XO: Aye, Sir.

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Any physiological readings you can get?  a description, anything?

Host XO_Wall says:
SO/*TO*: with me also

CMO_Zaris says:
::points out a few mistakes to the med tech about the list of sedatives.. and then loks back at Lin:: Lin I liked the first one

CSO_Gomes says:
SO: Keep scanning the creature's exact path and locomotion techniques and record that data

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Sir, we're being hailed.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks up briefly and glances across the bridge at everyone::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Put it through.

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks for the molecule signatures from the animal and shakes her head::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CSO: Aye Ma'am.  :: goes over with the TO and XO::

OPS_Seppela says:
::puts the comm on screen::

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> Jan: right.. you never did have taste in buildings.. ::smirks::

CIV_Maor says:
<Mike, edit the XO comment from before>

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: For some strange reason I can't scan any further

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Understood, ready a probe.

Host President_Yego says:
@ COM: Elara: U.S.S. Elara?

CMO_Zaris says:
::moves over to a medical tray full of chemicals and drugs::

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to the captain and stats working on a probe::

Host President_Yego says:
@ ::The purple skinned, white haired being appears on screen::

CEO_Farewell says:
::finishes taking down the modifications::  All: All right, clear the cargo bay now...  Daniels: Go down to engineering and organize things from there, I'll be on the bridge..  ::nods at Daniels and heads out of cargo bay 1, making his way to the nearest TL::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks towards the screen, still quiet::

CIV_Maor says:
::Turns to look at the SO, he walks after the XO:::

CTO_Timrok says:
::looks at the viewscreen::

CMO_Zaris says:
Lin: I can't believe SFC.. I have to sedate it.. rather just kill it and go on vacation.. ::grumbles in a low tone::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::glances at Maor and turns back quickly to the XO::

Host CO_David says:
COM: Surface: I'm Captain Harison of the Elara.

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> ::looks up from the padd and folds an arm over her lap:: Jan: you know.. orders are orders..

CSO_Gomes says:
::prepares a class 9 probe, specifically calibrated for the data known about the creature and following its path::

CIV_Maor says:
::Sighs::

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: The probe is ready to launch on your command

CMO_Zaris says:
in: yes.. orders.. ::adds a new chemical into the ionizer and watches the results on the screen::

Host President_Yego says:
@ COM: Elara: Ah, thank the gods you are here. The evacuation of the city is almost complete, and we have placed our defensive forces around it. We would be grateful if Starfleet officers were on the surface with our defensive forces to coordinate a strike if possible. Also, we have  dispatched a science team to the asteroid, perhaps ...

Host President_Yego says:
@ COM: Elara: ... perhaps you could send some of your personnel there to investigate as well?

TO_Pazoski says:
::walks towards TR1:: Self: So this is it, crunch time again

CNS_Pazoski says:
::watches the President::

CEO_Farewell says:
::enters the nearest TL::  TL: Bridge..

CMO_Zaris says:
*CSO*: bridge, what do you have for me on the composition of the creature and it's mode of travel?

Host XO_Wall says:
::exits the bridge in to the TL::

CIV_Maor says:
::Joins the XO in the TL::

CSO_Gomes says:
*CMO* Very little I'm afraid. For reasons not yet known we can not do molecular scans of the creature. All we have is its path towards the city

Host CO_David says:
::checks his personnel records:: COM: Yego: We are doing just that Mr. President.  An away team will be arriving at the asteroid shortly.  I will deploy officers to the line, however I must inform you that I have orders to capture the creature alive.  Has it done any damage so far?

CSO_Gomes says:
*CMO* Lt Ruskinara should collect more information on the planet, so will our probe

CMO_Zaris says:
*CSO*: any residue?

Host CO_David says:
::turns away from the viewscreen quickly:: CSO: Launch probe.

CMO_Zaris says:
::pops the cartridge out and adds another one::

CIV_Maor says:
XO: Commander

Host President_Yego says:
@ COM: Elara: It slaughtered the first science team we sent. We felt that as it has left the asteroid's area, we could send another team ...

CIV_Maor says:
TL: TR one, please

CEO_Farewell says:
::as the TL arrives at the bridge he steps out and walks towards OPS::

OPS_Seppela says:
::listening to what's going on the bridge, he keeps an eye on the LRS, seeing as everyone else is concentrating on the planet right now::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::glances at Maor and the XO::

Host XO_Wall says:
::listens to the comm of the active conversation with the capt and the surface::

Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: yes?

CIV_Maor says:
::Smiles briefly at the SO:: XO: Hrm, nothing..

CSO_Gomes says:
*CMO*Nothing we can detect from up here

TO_Pazoski says:
::walks into TR1 and waits for everyone else to arrive, he idly fiddles with his belt::

OPS_Seppela says:
::sees Farewell coming out of the corner of his eye:: CEO: Lieutenant, ::nods a hello:: can I help you?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::smiles at Maor thinking he's forgotten::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::moves over to the CO quietly saying:: CO: Can he define slaughtered, Does it use weapons or any information he could tell us may help?

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: should I send the probe?

CMO_Zaris says:
*CSO*: well i can prepare anything effective useless I know what this thing is.. let me know if you have anything ASAP

CSO_Gomes says:
*CMO*Acknowledged

CIV_Maor says:
::Looks up as the TL doors open up, he waits for the SO and the XO to part first::

Host CO_David says:
COM: Yego: Agreed, however, I would prefer they hold their arrival until my teams arrive, they will be carrying security personnel.  I will have transport enhancers in place to beam up the crew if necessary.  We have a probe on the way to scan the creature.  We should have the scans in a few moments.

SO_Ruskinara says:
::exits the TL quickly::

Host CO_David says:
COM: Yego: Could you tell me, how was the science team killed?

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Affirmative.

Host XO_Wall says:
::exits heading toward the TR1 and enters::

CMO_Zaris says:
::closes the come and looks at the new drug combination in the new cartridge:: Lin: well if it was carbon based this stuff would do the trick.. it could knock out an entire fleet of Klingons..

CIV_Maor says:
::Quickly walks after them::

CEO_Farewell says:
::nods at OPS and hands him the PADD with the adjustments made to cargo bay 1::  OPS: Here is the list of modifications we made to cargo bay 1, for now, all equipment and materials stored in it where transferred to cargo bay 2 for the remainder of this mission...

SO_Ruskinara says:
::enters TR1 shortly after the XO::

CSO_Gomes says:
::dispatches the probe to follow the creature not far behind it but far enough not to be easily detected::

Host President_Yego says:
@ COM: Elara: My science team has already arrived at the asteroid, Captain ... but they have not accessed it as of yet. The first team was beaten to death and/or shredded ... quite horrible.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::sits back down watching the president again::

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: Probe launched ...

SO_Ruskinara says:
Self: Hopefully this away mission won't be tooooo eventful

Host CO_David says:
*XO* Commander, take several shuttles down.  I don't want to rely on transporters if the creature can block scanners.

CSO_Gomes says:
::prepares to receive telemetry::

OPS_Seppela says:
::takes the padd and scans it over quickly before downloading it into his console:: CEO: Ok thanks. Anything else?

TO_Pazoski says:
::watches everyone arrive:: XO: Sir.

CNS_Pazoski says:
Self: not nice.

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> Jan: keep it hand.. you might need it. ::leans back on the bio-bed and lounges on the wall:: got anything for silicon life forms?

CIV_Maor says:
::Stops as he hears the CSO message, he sighs:: Self: Great

Host CO_David says:
::nods:: COM: Yego: Understood.  If possible, could we examine the remains?

Host President_Yego says:
@ ::Blank look:: COM: Elara: O-of the people?

CMO_Zaris says:
::looks at Lin:: Lin: I'm not sure.. that’s not something we generally house on these kind of ships..

Host XO_Wall says:
CIV/SO: you work together on gather data and signature we good backtrack this creature origin

Host XO_Wall says:
*CO*: aye sir

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> Jan: well.. make one..

SO_Ruskinara says:
XO: Aye sir

CEO_Farewell says:
::thinks for a moment::  OPS: Nothing else... other then that I will checking the conditions in cargo bay 1, to make sure it is sufficient...

CIV_Maor says:
XO: Very well, Sir. Are we to take a shuttle?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::wonders how much Maor knows about gathering data::

Host CO_David says:
COM: Yego: Yes sir.  There might be DNA traces or something we can use to help figure out what this creature is.  If you would allow it sir.

CMO_Zaris says:
Lin: yeah right.. ok.. ::moves over to gather up some other things from the next room over::

OPS_Seppela says:
CEO: Ok thanks for bringing me this ::holds up the padd a little so he knows what Jason's talking about::

Host XO_Wall says:
TO: you know why you are with us just in case the creature becomes hostile

Host XO_Wall says:
ALL: lets go to SB1

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> ::watches Jan leave and sits up.. clears what she is working on and opens the chemical lib. of sickbay on her padd::

CIV_Maor says:
::Sighs and turns around, heading back to the TL::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::thinks yay they should get moving already::

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: Captain, I've just stopped receiving data from the probe .. it looks like it was destroyed

TO_Pazoski says:
XO: Yes I do sir, dont worry I wont go shooting at it unless its necessary ::heads off to the Shuttle Bay::

Host President_Yego says:
@ COM: Elara: I'll see what I can do. Yego out. ::Comm. cuts::

CMO_Zaris says:
::comes back with some different things.. a few labeled engineering on them::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::moves back to the CO:: CO: If they had science teams down there, could there be a possibility of retrieving any of their equipment which may have useful data?

CSO_Gomes says:
::checks the last telemetry from the probe::

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris>Jan: engineering Jan?

CEO_Farewell says:
::smiles::  OPS: Not a problem.. ::makes his way to engineering station 1::

Host CO_David says:
CNS: We'll look into it.  Anything unusual so far?

CMO_Zaris says:
Lin: sickbay wasn't designed to treat non-organic non-carbon based life forms

Host XO_Wall says:
::makes his way to the SB::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::follows Maor and co.::

Host CO_David says:
CTO: Commander, take three security teams and go to the defensive line on the surface.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::shakes her head:: CO: Nothing Sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
*CMO* This thing is worse than we thought. It destroyed our probe before it got near enough to get data

CMO_Zaris says:
::has a seat and moves the lab equipment over to the table.. motions for Lin to come over and help her out::

Host CO_David says:
::shifts:: CNS: Anything from Yego?

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Are you certain?  How high was the probe?

OPS_Seppela says:
::raises his eye brows a little bit, without looking back, at the Captain sending the CTO away to lead an AT, wasn't he just in sickbay going nuts? keeps it to himself though::

CMO_Zaris says:
*CSO*: that’s not good.. Alex i have something ready for deployment if it's carbon based.. it's broad spectrum.. so if it's got DNA this will do the trick..

Host XO_Wall says:
::enters shuttle bay and walks toward shuttle Lightweight::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::follows the XO::

CEO_Farewell says:
::arrives at eng 1 and sits down, accessing the environmental systems and internal sensors of cargo bay 1::

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: Apparently not high enough ... It seams it was in the creature's range

CNS_Pazoski says:
CO: Yego seems trustworthy enough and there is nothing about him nothing that concerns me.

SO_Ruskinara says:
*CSO* Anymore data up there Ma'am?

TO_Pazoski says:
::follows the XO, doesn’t want to fly a shuttle, remembers what happened last time::

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Did you read any kind of energy surge?

CTO_Timrok says:
::frowns:: CO: as you wish *Security*  have three teams meet me in TR1, equipped with phaser rifles & armor

CSO_Gomes says:
*SO*Nothing, the probe failed. Your tricorder is our best hope to collect data now

Host XO_Wall says:
::steps in shuttle::

CIV_Maor says:
::Enters the shuttle, he looks around for a moment:: XO: Should I pilot, Sir?

Host CO_David says:
CNS: Thank you Counselor.  I wish there was more I could give you to do.

Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: yes go ahead

SO_Ruskinara says:
*CSO* I'll do my best Ma'am.  ::enters the shuttle quickly::

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: Nothing out of the ordinary. The probe was detecting the creature and getting closer .. then it just stopped transmitting

CMO_Zaris says:
::points to the screen:: Lin: this is the bio reading we have on file of the only known silicon based life forms encountered by Starfleet... at least until today.. this matrix here.. has to be destabilized..

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Did it crash?

CIV_Maor says:
::Nods and moves to helm, he studies the consoles for a moment::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::smiles to the CO and nods, knowing half of her role does not involve the work on the bridge::

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> ::folds her hands on the table:: Jan: Quadcoferion solution? something that eats those kind of bonds for breakfast?

TO_Pazoski says:
::sits in the shuttle and secures himself:: Self: I hate shuttles...

CTO_Timrok says:
::exits the bridge for the TL, handing TAC over to another TO in the process::

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: No, it was not close to the soil or any mountains... it was crushed

Host CO_David says:
*CMO* Doctor, be prepared for an autopsy of the remains of the Aarocdi scientists

Host XO_Wall says:
ALL; we all ready?

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: Once everyone is in the Lightweight, it departs for the surface.

CMO_Zaris says:
Lin: hmmm.. that could work. But if the matrix gets to unstable it could cause internal collapse.. killing it

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Crushed?  How big is this thing?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::senses the TO's uneasiness::

CMO_Zaris says:
*CO*: aye sir..

CMO_Zaris says:
Lin: think you can work on this till when the bodies get here?

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> Jan: sure.. sedate it.. got ya

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: It may have been crushed by artificial objects, not the creature itself. Either way, I can't determine the size of the creature

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: I'm hoping the SO can retrieve some more data

CEO_Farewell says:
::nods at the readouts he gets from the cargo bay and makes few other adjustments::

CMO_Zaris says:
:moves off to prepare sickbay for dead bodies and severally injured::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Lightweight maneuvers through the atmosphere. It is a beautiful afternoon where they are heading. A mountain range appears in the distance, and as they pass through the clouds, they can spot a large impact crater which is surrounded by a few Aarocdi vehicles.

Host CO_David says:
::slouches back to his chair:: CSO: Understood.

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> ::begins working on creating the chemicals::

CTO_Timrok says:
::a short time later strides into TR1 to take his place on the transporter pad beside his heavily armed security teams:: Transporter Chief: you have the co-ordinates so energize .

SO_Ruskinara says:
@All: That was a large asteroid.

OPS_Seppela says:
::sits back and gets comfortable, keeping an eye on the sensors and the ATs::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CTO & his sec. teams beam down into the midst of a massive army group which has spread out over a three mile area. Aarocdi tanks, infantry, aerial support, ground to ground warheads, etc. line the area.

Host FM_Selan says:
<Aarocdi Commander> # ::Walks over to the CTO:: CTO: You are from the Starfleet vessel?

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> ::sits up and looks around:: Jan: Jan! i just had a thought.. what if this thing isn't even solid..?

Host XO_Wall says:
ALL: wow look at that such a disastrous feature in the mist of this beautiful planet

CMO_Zaris says:
::peeks around the corner:: Lin: what do you mean?

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: Behind the CTO, he can spot a brilliantly beautiful city. Hovercrafts continue to evacuate its inhabitants, although there are not as many craft as there were earlier.

Host CO_David says:
::sighs to himself:: Self: We're blind as a bat...and we don't even have sensory location.

CTO_Timrok says:
# Commander: yes, were here to give support

Host FM_Selan says:
<Aarocdi Cmdr.>  # CTO: Glad to hear it.

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> Jan: what if it's make of energy.. and not somethign a sedative can stop..

CNS_Pazoski says:
::shuffles uncomfortably in her seat::

Host FM_Selan says:
<Aarocdi Cmdr.> # CTO: Did you bring some heavy SF artillery?

CSO_Gomes says:
::keeps following the creature's path::

TO_Pazoski says:
@All: I wonder what could survive an impact like that

SO_Ruskinara says:
@TO: Nothing I've heard of before.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Lightweight finally lands, a group of Aarocdi scientists are gathered nearby, one of which approaches.

CIV_Maor says:
@::Glances back, he opens the shuttle doors::

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: We could try to alter a probe to have increased shielding...

CTO_Timrok says:
#Commander: we brought a starship, it doesn’t get heavier than that, however we ARE under orders not to kill the beast

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> Jan: what if it's plasma.. something you can't scan or touch or sedate.. like a force field or phaser beam..

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::tumbles out of the shuttle::

CMO_Zaris says:
Lin: hmm.. 

Host XO_Wall says:
@::he stands up and climbs out first to greet one who approaches::

Host FM_Selan says:
<Aarocdi Cmdr.> # CTO: If worst comes to worst, Mr. ...

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Do it..

Host FM_Selan says:
<Dr. Keintorn> @ XO: You are from the Elara? ::Walking over::

CTO_Timrok says:
#Commander: Timrok

CIV_Maor says:
@::Raises from his chair, he waits for the TO to part::

CMO_Zaris says:
*CSO*: did the probe come back with any unusual energy reading before it was destroyed?

TO_Pazoski says:
@::stands, stretches and walks out of the shuttle, he looks at the CIV:: CIV: Nice trip

OPS_Seppela says:
::considers ways to get a better view of the surface...probes don't seem to be working too good yet::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: Suddenly, the CTO hears a THOOM.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::looks around:: All: Nice day

CIV_Maor says:
@ TO: For once

CEO_Farewell says:
::picks up the CSO's comment::  CSO: Ma'am... do we know how the creature picked up the probe in the first place..?

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to the CO and has her SO's change a probe to have as much shielding as possible and maintain sensorial and navigational activities::

Host XO_Wall says:
@Dr: yes I am Cmdr Bernie Wall First Officer  ::extends hand to greet::

CTO_Timrok says:
#::looks to see what the sound was::

Host FM_Selan says:
<Aarocdi Cmdr.> # CTO: It's coming.

CMO_Zaris says:
*CSO*: Alex, did the probe come back with any unusual energy reading before it was destroyed?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ ::gets her tricorder out and starts scanning the local vicinity::

Host FM_Selan says:
<Dr. Keintorn> @ ::Shakes the XO's hand:: XO: Right this way, we're excited to get started ...

CSO_Gomes says:
*CMO* It recorded nothing unusual .. just the stress caused onto it by whatever strength crushed it,  and then nothing more

CTO_Timrok says:
#::pulls out some SF issue binoculars & looks into the distance::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ ::glances at Dr. Keintorn::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CTO hears another THOOM. This time it is louder, and the ground slightly shakes.

CSO_Gomes says:
CEO: No, we still can't read anything directly from the creature .. only that it is there

CMO_Zaris says:
*CSO*: understood..

TO_Pazoski says:
@::looks around and trots after the scientists::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: Past the tree line, the CTO sees something come over the hills ...

Host XO_Wall says:
@ Dr: yes this is kind of interesting to me myself, a creature that has come out of and asteroid

CNS_Pazoski says:
::heads to the TL:: CO: The Doctor may have her work cut out for her preparing to receive possibly casualties. I will be in sickbay if you need me.

CSO_Gomes says:
::waits for the probe to be ready a bit impatiently::

CTO_Timrok says:
#Alpha team: you spread out & cover our right flank, Beta: you take the left, Gamma: your with me - we'll hold the center behind the commanders forces

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ Dr Keintorn: Have you been able to determine any information on the creature?

Host CO_David says:
CNS: Understood.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: ... a large humanoid figure, about eleven to twelve feet high, largely "built," and covered in golden armor clears the hills. It has large wires and pipes somewhat attached to it.

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: Probe ready ....

Host FM_Selan says:
<Dr. Keintorn>  @ SO: No, as we haven't entered the asteroid.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::steps into the TL, gives the computer instructions and waits::

CEO_Farewell says:
Self: Interesting....the probe was crushed...but by what...?   ::opens up one of the Starfleet databases and begins searching for possible causes for the probe's destruction::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::walks alongside the Dr.::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: As the AT moves to the asteroid, they detect a horrible stench ... and can see the remains of the first science team.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::follows the XO and Keintorn::

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Fire.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ ::scans around the asteroid::

CTO_Timrok says:
#COMM: *Elara* Timrok  to Elara

CSO_Gomes says:
::launches the second probe::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::holds nose:: All: Now that is a strong odor

CNS_Pazoski says:
::steps out of the TL and heads straight down the corridor to sickbay::

OPS_Seppela says:
COMM: CTO: Elara here go ahead Commander.

CIV_Maor says:
@::Shakes his head a bit and moves on::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::oh geez such a terrible odor as he approaches::

CTO_Timrok says:
# COM: Elara:  if the worst comes to the worst we may need you to fire on the surface, we will relay co-ordinates to you for targeting

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: Before the AT, they now see the large asteroid cracked open ... inside, however, instead of rocks & ore lays machinery and computers, and a cage of some sort.

CMO_Zaris says:
Lin: no clue on that one.. any thing else you can think of?

Host CO_David says:
::Listens to the conversation between Timrok and Jason::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ ::scans the cage quickly::

CIV_Maor says:
@ ::Looks confused down, he quickly turns around::

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> Jan: hmmm

OPS_Seppela says:
COMM: CTO: Commander, our order's were to not kill it. Under any circumstance.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::walks into Sickbay, glances around::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ XO: Sir scans detect power signatures, computers...all of them appear to be Nicodemian.

Host XO_Wall says:
@SO: I want to get possible traces element from it, so perhaps we can determine where this asteroid came from in space

CTO_Timrok says:
#Elara: the "Thing looks mechanical from this distance, & besides a low intensity shot in its path could have the desired stunning effect

TO_Pazoski says:
@::walks around the edge of the crater looking in::

Host FM_Selan says:
<Dr. Keintorn> @ ::Looks in awe, walks forward to enter the asteroid::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::scans for trace elements her expression turns to a frown::  XO: I'm unable to determine the origin of the asteroid, sir.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Creature begins making its descent down the hill toward the defense line. The entire line prepares to fire ...

OPS_Seppela says:
COMM: CTO: Understood sir. ::turns to the CO to check if he heard all that::

Host FM_Selan says:
<Aarocdi Cmdr.> # ::Speaks into a loud speaker:: UNIDENTIFIED CREATURE. HALT AND DESIST! IDENTIFY YOURSELF & YOUR INTENTIONS!

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ Dr Keintorn: It may be dangerous

Host XO_Wall says:
@ SO: Computers? so this wasnt a nature asteroid body, but a ship?

Host FM_Selan says:
<Dr. Keintorn> @ SO: I'll be fine ... ::Tries to climb into the asteroid::

CSO_Gomes says:
::gets the telemetry from the probe::

Host CO_David says:
::nods to Seppela:: OPS:  Status of the evacuation?

CTO_Timrok says:
#::takes out a tricorder & attempts to scan the big gold thing::

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Checking that now sir...::checks::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@XO: It appears to be that way...::watches Keintorn out of the corner of her eye:: XO: Sir I hope he's not in any danger

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: It's complete now sir.

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> Jan: hey Jan.. i think I found something for you.. 

CIV_Maor says:
@::Waits near the XO, turns to look at the way they came from::

CMO_Zaris says:
::walks over to where Lin is sitting:: Lin: what is it?

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Good.  What’s the creature's distance from the line?

Host XO_Wall says:
@Dr: I wouldn’t get too close..

OPS_Seppela says:
::checks that too::

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris>::points tot he screen where she was having the computer search for a sedative that would work on a silicon life form::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: There is no response from the Creature as the probe flies above it quite high, making scans during it's descent. Suddenly, the Creature makes an incredible leap some 700 feet into the air, smashing the probe into bits, then coming down onto the defense line HARD.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks puzzled:: ~~~CMO: Doctor?~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
CO/*CMO* This time the probe is sending back data on the creature, it seems to me 9 feet wide and is wearing some sort of armor ...

CEO_Farewell says:
::thinks for a moment::  CSO: Ma'am...could it be that the planet's atmosphere is responsible for the probe's destruction...?

TO_Pazoski says:
@::watches the doctor descend into the crater:: Self: Not a good idea

CTO_Timrok says:
#::frowns as the scanner shows nothing helpful, then pulls out his binoculars again to study the thing visually::

CIV_Maor says:
@XO: Should I go after the Doctor, Sir?

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: ::blinks:: It just, umm, jumped onto them sir. ::double checks the scans:: Self: This can't be right...

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::thinks the Dr Keintorn is in for trouble::

CMO_Zaris says:
::looks up from the voice:: ~~~CNS: yes?~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
::shakes her head:: CEO: Unlikely .. an atmosphere that crushed a probe would crush any humanoid

Host CO_David says:
OPS: What is it?

CTO_Timrok says:
#:;almost drops the binoculars with fright::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Creature grabs a tank nearby by it's side, and lifts it up quite easily, ignoring the screams of those inside. Then it tosses the tank into the atmosphere.

CSO_Gomes says:
::monitors for any more information::

Host XO_Wall says:
@ SO: feed your tricorder reading s back up to the ship, perhaps the CSO can match traces through space and develop a path it took

CIV_Maor says:
@XO: Sir?

CMO_Zaris says:
::walks out into sickbay and notices the CNS::

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: According to this sir, it just jumped some 700 feet in the air, straight into the Aarocdi line of defense.

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: sorry i was in the lab.. what can i do for you?

Host XO_Wall says:
@CIV: yes bring him back

Host CO_David says:
OPS: WHAT?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::adjusts her tricorder to link the data up to the ship:: *CSO* I'm sending you what we've found so far Ma'am.  It seems that the asteroid was artificially created.

CNS_Pazoski says:
:: nods to her:: CMO: I dropped by to see if you would like any assistance down here.

CIV_Maor says:
@XO: Bring him back sir?

CEO_Farewell says:
::nods at the CSO::

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: er.. captain ... a .. tank just passed us at mach 3

CTO_Timrok says:
#::raises his phaser which is ironically set to stun:: COMM: Elara: be advised, tank shaped objects may be coming your way

Host FM_Selan says:
<Dr. Keintorn> @ ::Calls out:: ALL: This is definitely Nicodemian technology.

CSO_Gomes says:
*SO* Acknowledged Mir, I'm ready to receive information

Host CO_David says:
CSO: A TANK?  ::raises an eyebrow::  So much for the laws of physics...

OPS_Seppela says:
::his fingers fly across the console, trying to figure out what's going on down there, not impressed that their sensors aren't working so good::

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: Yes, coming from the location of the creature

CIV_Maor says:
@::Raises an eyebrow and starts making his way towards the Doctor:: Doctor: Hold on, Doctor

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::sends the data up to the ship::

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: well at the moment i have very little to work with.. but your welcome to stay.. 

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: Instantly, the entire Aarocdi defense line is firing at the Creature. The weapons bursts are barely making dents in its armor.

CSO_Gomes says:
::records the data from the SO’s tricorder and cross references it with the Elara database::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::cautiously moves closer to the crater to get more detailed scans::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION:  The rest of the Aarocdi science team enters into the asteroid cage and begins examining the computers.

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Sir, weapon's fire on the surface. Lots of it...::feels helpless, watching from up here::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::peers over into the crater:: Dr Keintorn: What do you think it does?

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Timrok said this thing was wearing armor, can you get any spesific reading on it?

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Can you get any damage readings?

CIV_Maor says:
@::Walks faster:: Doctor: Please stop moving, Doctor

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION:  The Creature makes no sound, no roar as it tears through the defense line ... its hits shattering bodies, tanks, guns, artillery, etc.

CTO_Timrok says:
#::watches as the weapons fire ricochets off of the "creature" then fires his own weapon at it::

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: I can try

Host FM_Selan says:
<Dr. Keintorn> @ TO: I would have to say that this was some sort of holding cell ... most likely for the creature in question.

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: I'm trying sir, we can't get any clear readings.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::smiles:: CMO: Thank you. ::pausing, then sighs:: CMO: Whatever this thing is, there seems to be no one it leaves alive.

CTO_Timrok says:
#::signals his team to stay out of the creatures path::

CSO_Gomes says:
::changes the probes sensors slightly so they can concentrate on the nature of the armor::

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> ::pops around the corner to see where Jan went::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::ignores caution and jumps into the crater with the others::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: Aarocdi Helicopters zoom into the area and let loose small missile fire. However, the Creature grabs one of the missiles and tosses it back at the helicopters, destroying one of them.

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: no.. do you know anything you could tell me about it? the last report i got said it was big..

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: I can't get a clear reading on the composition ... I can't really understand why

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods to Lin as she sees her, not recognizing this person::

Host CO_David says:
::watches a tactical overview:: Self: My God.....

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Could the armor be jamming our sensors?

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: It's possible

CTO_Timrok says:
#::on his signal the three teams combine there fire at what appears to be the head of the being::

Host XO_Wall says:
@::walks to catch where the group is positioned::

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> ::waves to the CNS:: Jan: Jan: reports from the surface are coming in.. heavy injuries and lots of death..

CNS_Pazoski says:
CMO: I am not sure if the CSO knows more yet. but so far one probe has been destroyed most likely due to the creature and a whole science team have been killed without the use of weapons.

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: The SO has sent some information, it seams there were computer signatures on the asteroid. It may have served as a device of some sort

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The phaser fire has no effect on the creature. Aarocdi soldiers leap onto it in a desperate attempt to slow it down, but it swings around and knocks them off ... causing some to rip in half.

CEO_Farewell says:
::overhears OPS' comments on the situation and sighs::  Self: I think we can scrap the cargo bay idea....no way that it would hold whatever it is..

SO_Ruskinara says:
*CSO* From what I can ascertain the asteroid was merely a holding cell for the creature.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Creature's golden armor maintains its gleam during this entire fight.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Tell the Aarocdi line to let it through.

CSO_Gomes says:
OPS: Is there any way we can get a lock on the creature?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ ::scans the databanks of the computers::

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: that’s not good..   

CMO_Zaris says:
Lin: thanks.. 

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Aye sir. ::comm.’s the surface, relaying the CO's message::

CNS_Pazoski says:
*CSO*: Alex, Do you have any more information about this creature?

CSO_Gomes says:
COM: SO: From it can you get any data on the creature's physiology or habitat?

OPS_Seppela says:
CSO: We can try.. ::tries to get the lock on whatever it is::

Host XO_Wall says:
@ CIV: from your intelligence, does the Federation know of anything like this, I haven't heard of such a creature with asteroid type ships?

OPS_Seppela says:
CSO: If I could get it, Commander, where would I beam it too?

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS* I'm  afraid nothing more than what I told the CMO .. I'm having a hard time scanning it for some reason

CNS_Pazoski says:
::shakes her head:: CMO: I only hope they have more information soon.

CSO_Gomes says:
OPS: A cave .. space ...

CTO_Timrok says:
#COMM: Elara: nothing we have down here is having any effect, we have cleared the target area just ahead of the creature, try to fire as close as possible to it

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: so do I

TO_Pazoski says:
@::sits down at the edge of the crater and whistles a nameless tune::

CSO_Gomes says:
OPS: A shuttle outside the Elara

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> ::leans on the wall and watches the CNS::

OPS_Seppela says:
::nods to Gomes and continues to try the lock::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ COM: CSO: I'm scanning the databanks now.

CNS_Pazoski says:
*CSO*: Alex Thank you, keep us posted please.

Host CO_David says:
COM: CTO: Mr. Timrok, I need a description of this thing, what is the armor doing?

OPS_Seppela says:
CSO: I don't think it would fit in a runabout sir, much less a shuttle.

CIV_Maor says:
@::Tries to remember:: XO: None that I know of, Sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
OPS: True ... but it is something we must consider

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::walks over to a databank and tries to download information into her tricorder::

OPS_Seppela says:
::nods to Gomes as he keeps trying, and waiting for a signal from the surface::

CSO_Gomes says:
COM: SO: Very good, tell me as soon as you find anything new

Host CO_David says:
COM: XO: Elara to Wall.

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS*Acknowledged

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::gasps in horror as the data floods through::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::feels Lin's eyes upon her:: CMO: Have you been able to work on a sedative or way of controlling this creature with so little information?

Host XO_Wall says:
@COM: Wall here sir

Host CO_David says:
COM: XO: Bernie, the creature just broke through the line.  Nothing so far has even slowed it down.  It destroyed a probe flying at 700 feet.

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: yes.. we have one for a carbon and silicon based life form.. after that i don't know what to try with out more information.. err.. ::looks at Kezia and Lin::

CTO_Timrok says:
# COMM: Elara CO: its humanoid mechanical in form, no obvious weapons - the armor is gold in color & seems to deflect physical bombardment & disperse light phaser fire, some kind of EM radiation may penetrate it

SO_Ruskinara says:
@*XO* I think you'll want to look at this sir

CEO_Farewell says:
CSO/OPS: If would be able to beam it somewhere we maybe could keep it in the transporter buffer.... it would buy us some time...

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: this is my older sister Lin Zaris ::points to the person leaning on the wall::

Host CO_David says:
COM: CTO: Understood.  Tell the Aarocdi line to keep a 2 click distance.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Creature breaks through the defense line, leaving a badly broken down Aarocdi defense ... it continues to move toward the city.

CSO_Gomes says:
CEO: How long would you say we could keep it there with no risk of rematerializing aboard?

OPS_Seppela says:
CEO: Wouldn't it decay in the buffer though?

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Can you modify the phasers to fire an EM radiation burst?

CNS_Pazoski says:
::turns to Lin with a smile:: Lin: A pleasure to meet you.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ XO: The creature is a Nicodemian doomsday weapon created to fight the Bellicose around a 1,000 years ago

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> ::nods back tot he CNS:: CNS: same..

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: I think so sir ::goes about modifying the phaser banks::

CNS_Pazoski says:
CMO: That is more than I had hoped for, lets hope it will work.

CTO_Timrok says:
#::yells to the Aarocdi to retreat to a safe distance::

Host XO_Wall says:
@COM: nothing unbelievable, this creature could be a new threat

Host CO_David says:
COM: XO: What have you found?

CIV_Maor says:
@::Turns around quickly:: SO: Did you say the Bellicose?

CEO_Farewell says:
CSO/OPS: Unknown at this moment...it's not something we have dealt with before...

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ *CSO* Are you getting my data? This creature is a weapon.

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to the CEO::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::leans back:: Self: This is getting better and better

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ CIV: Yes Bellicose

CSO_Gomes says:
SO: Yes .. I am, this should help us ...


SO_Ruskinara says:
@ All: According to this, the asteroid was to remain dormant until the detection of subspace distortions caused by Bellicose drives, and then it would activate, thus sending the creature to slaughter the Bellicose.

Host FM_Selan says:
<Dr. Keintorn> @ ::Hearing the SO:: ALL: In that case, it must have been activated two years ago during the entire debacle in the Aquilae Star Cluster. It must have been floating around all this time ...

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: we have little else to do at this point but wait

CIV_Maor says:
@SO: Was there an history of the Bellicose in this planet?

CEO_Farewell says:
OPS/CSO: And yes, the possibility is present that it would materialize aboard....  we would need more information on it...

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: Sir, according to the SO's data, this creature was created by the Nicodemians to be a weapon against the bellicose

Host XO_Wall says:
@COM: CO: quite interesting sir, this asteroid was actually a ship, and the SO has just giving me some interesting discovery, The creature is a Nicodemian doomsday weapon created to fight the Bellicose around a 1,000

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Phasers are ready sir.

TO_Pazoski says:
@SO: So what caused it to land here?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@CIV: Negative. There is no history of the Bellicose on this planet.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods:: Self: the CSO should know something soon.

Host CO_David says:
SO: To fight the Bellicose?  They're a long way away...

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> CNS: we hope so

Host CO_David says:
COM: CTO: Are all forces clear?

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Prepare to fire...lowest possible setting first.

CSO_Gomes says:
CO ... the problem is the Nicodemians are long gone ...

CTO_Timrok says:
#COMM: CO: were clear sir, as much as we can be, this thing is very mobile

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS/CMO* We have new data from the SO

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Creature continues along merrily toward the city.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@TO: It appears the asteroid was caught in the gravitational field of the planet.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Fire.

CMO_Zaris says:
*CSO*: go ahead..

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Aye sir. ::turns phasers all the way down::

Host CO_David says:
COM: CTO: Stand by, we're firing.

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS/CMO* This thing was artificially constructed by the Nicodemian, a dead race, to fight the bellicose

OPS_Seppela says:
::fires on the creature::

CTO_Timrok says:
#::ducks down::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::listens to the CSO::

CMO_Zaris says:
*CSO*: so it's not alive?

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS/CMO* Perhaps that it was made, it has an "of switch"

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::continues scanning the data banks and feeding new data to the ship::

CNS_Pazoski says:
*CSO*: So there is a possibility of turning it off?

CSO_Gomes says:
COM: SO: Search the data banks for any data on deactivating the creature

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The phaser bursts rip through the atmosphere and strike the Creature full on. The Creature disappears in an explosion.

Host CO_David says:
COM: XO: Great.  Any ideas on how to stop the apocalypse?

CMO_Zaris says:
*CSO*: I was just thinking that.. but where would you put one?

CNS_Pazoski says:
*CSO*: A nice idea.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ COM: CSO:  I'm on to it, Ma'am.

Host XO_Wall says:
@SO: can we retrieve data from the computers or are they to damaged?

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS* I'll get the SO to work on it

OPS_Seppela says:
::blinks:: CO: Got it sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
*CMO*Somewhere it would not be easily found or accidentally triggered

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods:: *CSO*: Agreed Alex.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::looks specifically for data on disabling the creature::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@XO: The data banks are mostly in tact, sir.

CTO_Timrok says:
#::pears at the blast zone::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: As the smoke from the explosion fades, the Creature emerges; the golden armor is somewhat burnt, but relatively intact.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Report.

CSO_Gomes says:
*CNS/CMO*Or maybe its remotely controlled ... if we could find the frequency it receives on

CMO_Zaris says:
 <Lin_Zaris> Jan/CNS: well at least that’s something

CNS_Pazoski says:
*CSO*: Good point that would be easier, Is there anything on board that can take power from it?

CTO_Timrok says:
#COMM: Elara: No good, its still coming

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods to Lin::

Host XO_Wall says:
@COMM: CO: hold on sir the SO is retrieving info from the ships computers now

CEO_Farewell says:
CSO: Commander...if that asteroid was some sort of ship...then we should be able to find the mechanism that would cause it to return to the ship...

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Hold on sir...::tries to figure out his readings::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@All, *CSO*: I can't find anything about disabling the creature

CMO_Zaris says:
*CSO*: has anyone tried to telepathically talk to it yet?

CTO_Timrok says:
#::scans the being with his tricorder again::

CSO_Gomes says:
*SO* Acknowledged, keep trying to get more information

CNS_Pazoski says:
CMO: Or even over a comm channel?

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Increase power to the phasers, stand by to fire again.

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: I think that was tried.. but maybe you could get to the bridge and talk to it

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION:  The Creature is nearing the city.

CSO_Gomes says:
*CMO/CNS* No .. but it is a possibility .. about the power, I wouldn't know where to begin to find the right frequency

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Aye sir, phasers at 10%.

Host CO_David says:
COM: XO: Understood.  It just survived a direct hit from the phasers....I will use torpedoes if necessary

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Fire.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: It tears through the suburban areas around the city, shattering houses quite easily.

OPS_Seppela says:
::presses the blinking fire button::

CSO_Gomes says:
CEO: Yes .. there possibly could be a mechanism like that, I'll have the SO look for it as well

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Elara fires its phasers again. The blasts strike the creature violently, but no massive damage is caused.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::continues searching for more useful data::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::sits staring up at the sky::

CTO_Timrok says:
#:Gamma team: this is no good, im gonna have to get closer.. Cover me!!  ::runs off toward the creature::

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Direct hit, still no appreciable damage sir.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods smiling then turns away and leaves:: ~~~Lin/CMO: Just shout if you need any assistance~~~

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Aarocdi Defense Force looks on solemnly as their homes are flattened.

CMO_Zaris says:
::nods to the CNS::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Continuous fire forward phasers.

CSO_Gomes says:
COM: SO: If possible look for a way to control the asteroid and possibly bring the creature back to it .... I know you have a lot of things on your hands, just try to get as much information as you can

CEO_Farewell says:
CSO: Understood...a recall mechanism... I can't imagine that a species would built this thing for one time usage...

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::goes over to a different data bank to see if there's anything new there::

CTO_Timrok says:
#::runs to the city with his teams in tow::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ COM: CSO: Aye Ma'am.

OPS_Seppela says:
::sets the phasers to fire until he tells them to stop:: CO: Aye aye.

CSO_Gomes says:
CEO: Maybe it was worth it if it meant killing the bellicose

CNS_Pazoski says:
::steps into the TL returning to the bridge::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ ::sighs:: Self: I need a different track here.

CEO_Farewell says:
CSO: Maybe...but who says that the Bellicose wouldn't escape the creature...

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The phasers continue to strike the Creature, destroying houses in the process. No effect.

OPS_Seppela says:
::sets the phasers to fire up and down the creature, looking for a crack in it's defenses:: CO: Still nothing.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Hold fire.  Ready a photon torpedo.

CMO_Zaris says:
*CO*: captain.. I was looking over the bridge sensor array.. that thing has life signs.. it's living in one form or another.. there has to be a way to talk to it

CSO_Gomes says:
CEO: We sure are having a hard time escaping

CNS_Pazoski says:
::arrives on the bridge::

OPS_Seppela says:
::cancels the phasers and loads a torpedo:: CO: Standing by for the order.

Host CO_David says:
*CMO* Any suggestions, it's shredded anything in range.

CNS_Pazoski says:
:blinks at OPS::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ COM: CSO: I'm not getting anything new.  Have you found anything up there?

CSO_Gomes says:
CEO/OPS: If you were a Nicodemian where would you hide a control .. one that you would want to make inaccessible to the bellicose

CNS_Pazoski says:
OPS: We are shooting it?

Host CO_David says:
COM: CTO: Stand by Commander, we're going to try a torpedo.  Pull back

CSO_Gomes says:
COM: SO: Nothing yet ...

CMO_Zaris says:
*CO*: if it has ears.. sonics.. they would vibrate inside the armor.. it might hear us that way

OPS_Seppela says:
::nods to Pazoski:: CNS: It's not leaving us much of a choice.

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: Have you tried contacting it telepathically as the CMO suggested?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::searches around the asteroid, looking for clues::

CNS_Pazoski says:
OPS/CO: Was the task not to bring it back alive?

CTO_Timrok says:
#COMM: acknowledged Captain

CEO_Farewell says:
CSO: Obviously on the creature itself...

CTO_Timrok says:
#::takes cover again::

CEO_Farewell says:
CSO: maybe activated by Nicodemian DNA or something similar..

CSO_Gomes says:
CEO: But only if it recognized its builders

CEO_Farewell says:
CSO: Most likely...

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: No I can't even sense the thing? Perhaps if i could be closer, I am not even sure if it would hear me from here or anywhere?

Host XO_Wall says:
@TO: take tricorder reading yourself see if spot something that could be in use tactically

OPS_Seppela says:
::waits for the order to fire::

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: We have very few options .. I'm just thinking we should use all we got

Host CO_David says:
CNS: It was Lieutenant, however, I see no other alternative at this point.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods:: CO/CSO: Is there evidence that this creature has strayed from the asteroid to kill anyone?

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Is there anyway you can project a sound beam to the creature?

TO_Pazoski says:
@XO: Yes sir ::takes a tricorder from his belt and begins monitoring the crash site, looks for outgoing signals::

CEO_Farewell says:
CSO: If we could get specific data on them might be able to disguise like them or something... the creature could acknowledge it and grant us access...

CSO_Gomes says:
::shakes her head looking up from the database:: CEO/OPS: We don't have enough information on the Nicodemians to replicate them in a any way .. just some scattered data

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: No sir, not from up here.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Can you beam some sound projection equipment down?

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION:  The Creature reaches the city, within an instant it tears through the lower levels of a building, causing it to come crashing down on it. Thankfully, the city was evacuated nearly an hour before ...

CEO_Farewell says:
::sighs::  CSO: Sounds like a dead end... what information do we have...only historical info ?

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Yes I can. ::prepares a bunch of stuff to beam down::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::looks in frustration at the rest of the away team:: All: The databanks show nothing on how to stop the creature

CSO_Gomes says:
CEO: Only that they were ancient and died on the hands of the "ancients" .. very little more

CTO_Timrok says:
#COMM: Elara OPS: where’s that torpedo?

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods and sits down quietly::

CNS_Pazoski says:
~~~Creature: This is CNS Pazoski from the USS Elara, if you can here me please respond~~~

Host CO_David says:
COM: CTO: Stand by Commander, we're going to try something.

OPS_Seppela says:
COMM: CTO: We're standing by for the order commander, considering our alternatives.

CSO_Gomes says:
CNS: The asteroid was activated the last time the bellicose came to this area

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION:  The Creature emerges from the remains of the building it just destroyed, and moves onto the next one ... gleefully shattering the city.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Energize.  Once it's in position begin projecting sound waves, highest to lowest possible frequencies.

CTO_Timrok says:
#::shakes his head:: & begins stealthily getting closer to the creature through the builidings & rubble before pulling out his tricorder again & scanning the creature from much closer:: 

CEO_Farewell says:
CSO: Indeed...that doesn’t bring us any further on this...

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: The creature is continuing to destroy the city ....

CNS_Pazoski says:
::clutches her seat closing her eyes for a moment:: CSO: err thanks

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Beaming it down now. ::transports the equipment down, then remotely turns it on::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Creature begins pounding at a large skyscraper. The building begins to tremble, its windows shattering.

OPS_Seppela says:
::watches for a reaction::

CSO_Gomes says:
::sighs:: 

Host XO_Wall says:
@COMM: CO: I feel sorry for these people, perhaps the federation can help when this is over

Host CO_David says:
COM: CTO: We are projecting sound waves, make sure you take appropriate cover,

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The sound equipment's sonic bursts ricochet off the armor of the creature, causing more windows to shatter around. The Creature is not affected, and the building soon comes down, destroying the sonic equipment.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::wishes there was more data::

Host CO_David says:
COM: XO: I'm sure we will Commander...If we get it under control.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::Calms herself again, focusing on the creature::

CTO_Timrok says:
#::covers his ears::

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: No effect sir, and our equipment was just buried under hundreds of tones of collapsed building.

CEO_Farewell says:
::sighs at OPS' comment::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Lovely....how much damage will a torpedo do?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ COM: SO: Did it work?

Host CO_David says:
COM: XO: I need any weakness you can give me...now.

OPS_Seppela says:
::runs a quick simulation::

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Not enough data to know sir.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: To the city.

CSO_Gomes says:
COM: SO: I'm afraid not, the creature was not affected

CSO_Gomes says:
COM: SO:  Our best theory is that we find the control mechanism of the creature

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ ::mentally screams:: COM: CSO: I have to get closer to the creature...the only way to find out something is to get near it.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Creature begins tearing down the city's main street.

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Oh ::checks again:: Well, if we miss it will practically level the city.

CSO_Gomes says:
COM: SO: That would be extremely dangerous

CTO_Timrok says:
#::has a sudden thought & decides to fire a phaser shot at the creatures "heal"::

CMO_Zaris says:
~~~CNS: any luck?~~~

CEO_Farewell says:
CSO: Ma'am...do we know if the Nicodemians where telepathic...?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ COM: CSO: Yes.. but how else will we find anything Ma'am?

CSO_Gomes says:
COM: SO: You know what happened to the first probe .. it got crushed

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: But if we don't try it, there won't be a city left.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::gets quickly up from her chair::

CNS_Pazoski says:
~~~CMO: Nothing but death, destruction, it is horrible~~~

SO_Ruskinara says:
@XO: I can't think of any other way to get information except getting close enough to the creature to get some readings, sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: Captain, we seam to be in a dead end .. only getting closer to the creature we would get more information

Host CO_David says:
CSO: How close?

CMO_Zaris says:
~~~CNS: hmm.. maybe we could punch a small hole in it's armor and deliver the sedative.. say does it have a breathing device?~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: There is no way to tell before we are down there .. maybe as close as the last probe maybe more

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: It is very dangerous but we are running out of options

CMO_Zaris says:
~~~CNS: might be able to deliver a sedative to it via air~~~

CNS_Pazoski says:
~~~Creature: Why do you wish to kill these people?~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
*SO* I'm suggesting your idea to the captain .....

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Can you attach tiny sensors to the creatures armor?

CNS_Pazoski says:
~~~CMO: A very good idea? Do you have one in mind?~~~

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ COM: CSO: I'm volunteering Ma'am.

CMO_Zaris says:
~~~CNS: how about the 2 i created at the same time?~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: Possibly .. if they are remotely controlled .. they could be launched from a shuttle or probe and attach themselves .. since they are small maybe the creature wouldn't detect them

OPS_Seppela says:
::waits for an order to fire::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: Another building goes down.

CNS_Pazoski says:
~~~CMO: That is good this thing is just a killing machine.~~~

Host FM_Selan says:
<President Yego> @ COM: Elara: Captain Harison!

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: The major problem is attaching them without knowing what the creature is made of

Host CO_David says:
CSO: How quickly can you make the modifications?

CMO_Zaris says:
~~~CNS: understood..~~~

Host CO_David says:
COM: Yego: Yes sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: A few minutes to program the sensors on the small probes

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Can you get a transporter lock on the creature?

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Do it.

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: Yes .. Maybe we could beam them in

Host FM_Selan says:
<President Yego> @ COM: Elara: What is going on up there?! My capital city is being leveled! Our defense force is in ruins ... you have the capabilities, destroy that thing!

CMO_Zaris says:
*CO:* captain.. can we punch a hole in it's plating? one big enough to insert a hypo cartridge?

CNS_Pazoski says:
CO: The CMO has suggested that we may be able to administer a sedative to it through whatever system it uses to breathe?

Host XO_Wall says:
@SO: report...anything new?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@*CSO* Are you making any progress, up there?

CSO_Gomes says:
::programs the probe to magnetically and physically connect themselves to the armor and start transmitting data::

Host CO_David says:
*CMO* I don't think so.  It was able to resist a direct phaser hit.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@XO: Negative sir.  We need to get closer to it.

CSO_Gomes says:
*SO* We are trying something new, stand by

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: I do not think this creature should be approached, it appears to be after nothing more than death.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@XO: It appears they're trying something from the ship, sir.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Can you get a lock on the creatures armor?

Host XO_Wall says:
@SO: do what you need to

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to the CNS:: I hope we don't have to but we can't give a planet to it

Host XO_Wall says:
@TO: find anything?

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: No sir, only the life sign inside it.

TO_Pazoski says:
@XO: Nothing sir, its a dead end here

Host FM_Selan says:
<President Yego> @ COM: Elara: Well, Captain?! What are you going to do about that creature?!? ::Frantically  peeved off::

CSO_Gomes says:
CO: The probes are ready on lab 5 ... I'll give the coordinates to OPS so they can be beamed

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: I agree, but let the Doctor or myself take the SO's place if it becomes necessary, we would have more chance of effectively seeing anything else it would yield to us and relay it to the other quickly.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Very well, beam it into space and get a tractor lock on it.

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Aye sir. ::transports the whole thing off the planet::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION:  The Creature suddenly finds itself floating in space off the port side of the Elara.

OPS_Seppela says:
::waits for it to appear, his finger over the tractor beam button::

Host CO_David says:
COM: Yego: The creature's armor is impervious to any of our weapons.  We're working on the solution now.

OPS_Seppela says:
::catches it in a tractor beam::

Host XO_Wall says:
@COM: CO: seems we are out of new data down here

CTO_Timrok says:
#::jaw drops as the thing dematerializes::

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Got it in the tractor beam sir.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The being is caught in the tractor beam, and tries to struggle against it ... but doesn't succeed much.

CSO_Gomes says:
::watches the creature outside::

Host CO_David says:
COM: XO: We've beamed the creature into space.  See if you can find it's armor?

OPS_Seppela says:
::transfers all available power to the tractor beam::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Does it still have it's armor on?

Host XO_Wall says:
@COM: CO: aye

CNS_Pazoski says:
Self: Okay I'm closer, not exactly what I was thinking of.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ COM: CSO: Any success?

Host XO_Wall says:
@SO/TO: we need to find its armor

CTO_Timrok says:
#::goes over to where the creature last was:: SEC Teams :: did we do that?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::sets her tricorder to scan for it's armor::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Creature no longer wears its armor, and the crew can see it. It's an ugly, humanoid brute ... its gray skin pierced by sanguine, jagged bone which act like blades on some parts of its body.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ COM: CSO: Any idea where the armor fell, Ma'am?

Host CO_David says:
COM: XO: The armor is inside the ruins of the city.  Analyze it.

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Attach the sensors, lets find out what this thing is.

CMO_Zaris says:
::arrives on the bridge and looks at the screen::

Host XO_Wall says:
@COM: CO: acknowledged

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::looks at the XO:: XO: I'll head over there, sir

CMO_Zaris says:
CO: it's still alive.. in open space?

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Creature struggles some more, beginning to spin ...

TO_Pazoski says:
@XO: Guess we are going for a little trip then

CNS_Pazoski says:
::watching the screen:: ~~~CMO: Not exactly as I had expected it to look~~~

OPS_Seppela says:
Self: ::sort of to the creature:: Oh no you don't...CO: Sir, it's starting to get away!

CMO_Zaris says:
CNS: no it's not..

Host XO_Wall says:
@All: ::moves to the middle of the cities ruins::

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Without it's armor, we could stun it most likely with the phasers

Host CO_David says:
CMO: Affirmative.  This thing was built to last.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Increase power, use another tractor beam.

CMO_Zaris says:
CO: perhaps we should stun it.. 

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: Suddenly, the Creature breaks free of the tractor beam, and comes at the Elara. THOOM, the Elara is suddenly thrust about one hundred and seven kilometers due “west” ...

CTO_Timrok says:
#COMM: Elara: the armor coating has collapsed, we have it hear, im sending you the co-ordinates to beam it to the ship ::transfers the position::

CMO_Zaris says:
::falls over on the floor:: Off!

OPS_Seppela says:
Self: Holy Christ! ::grabs hold of his console as the ship goes flying::

Host CO_David says:
::feels the ship shudder:: OPS: Shields!

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Raised sir.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION:  The momentum from the hit carries the creature away from the Elara.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Did it just......punch the ship?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@XO: Sir shall we beam to the city ruins?

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Yes sir that's what it did.. ::gets a damage report::

CMO_Zaris says:
::sits up and watches the view screen:: CO: maybe now would be a good time to just shoot it

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Hull breach on deck 25 sir, emergency forcefields are holding.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: What is this thing???  Superman?

CNS_Pazoski says:
CSO: Where is the creature? more importantly where is it heading?

Host XO_Wall says:
@SO: yes good idea

CTO_Timrok says:
#COMM: Elara: please respond

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Creature is lazily spinning away.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Lock another tractor beam on it.

Host CO_David says:
COM: CTO: Go ahead.

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Thinks it is at least...I suggest we shoot it sir, without it's armor it should be at least stunned. ::gets it in the tractor beam again::

Host XO_Wall says:
@COMM: Elara: we need to be transported to the city ruins

SO_Ruskinara says:
@*CSO* Can you have us beamed to the city ruins close to wear the armor is?

CTO_Timrok says:
#COMM: we’ve transferred the co-ordinates of the armor remains & await transportation

Host CO_David says:
COM: XO: We have a bit of a problem here Commander.  The creature punched the ship, created a hull breach and threw the entire ship several kilometers.

CMO_Zaris says:
CO: shooting it would be good right now..

Host CO_David says:
OPS/CMO: Very well then, lowest power on phasers.  Fire.

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Aye sir. ::fires, phasers already prepared::

CMO_Zaris says:
CO: the worst it could do is send it high speed through space to land some place else..

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ XO: Maybe we should take the shuttle, sir?

CNS_Pazoski says:
::inhales and waits::

Host XO_Wall says:
@COMM: CO: is everybody alright, how bad?

OPS_Seppela says:
::watches the viewscreen as the phasers fire::

CTO_Timrok says:
#::waits::

Host CO_David says:
COM: XO: A minor hull breach.  Can you take the shuttles?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@Self: Could anything more go wrong?

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The phasers blast the creature, but it is not harmed.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@*CIV* Still with us?

CMO_Zaris says:
CO: maybe we could aim it toward the sun?

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Nothing sir. ::frowns, upset that this thing won't just drop dead::

Host XO_Wall says:
@All: back to the shuttle

Host CO_David says:
::watches the result on the viewscreen:: Self Dear God....

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::hurries to the shuttle::

Host CO_David says:
CMO: Just what I was thinking.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Creature gets agitated at the weapons blasts, but cannot do much about it as he is floating away.

Host XO_Wall says:
@::quickly runs back into the shuttle::

Host CO_David says:
LT Tima: Set course for the Aarocdi sun, engage.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks confused by the creature:: Self: Something must harm it.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Make sure we have a tight lock on the creature.

CIV_Maor says:
@::Follows the group::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::walks into the shuttle and sits::

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Already have all available power to the tractor beam sir.

Host FM_Selan says:
<Lt. Tima> CO: Aye, sir. ::Locks course and engages once OPS gets another lock on the creature, which he does::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Elara maneuvers toward the sun with the creature in tow.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::takes a seat::

CTO_Timrok says:
#::chooses one of the comfier looking pieces of armor & sits on it::

CMO_Zaris says:
CO: if this doesn't kill it I'm out of ideas short of transporting it and not letting the beam pass thru the buffers..

CIV_Maor says:
@::Take helm again, he powers up the shuttle::

Host XO_Wall says:
@ CIV: take us up and to the coordinates of the cities ruin.

CMO_Zaris says:
CO: leaving it energy to scatter across the space ways

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The sun grows larger on the viewscreen ...

SO_Ruskinara says:
@ ::glances at the TO:: TO: you look bored, not enough action for you?

CIV_Maor says:
@::Nods and lifts the shuttle to the air, he quickly begins flying to the location::

CTO_Timrok says:
#Security teams: take a seat it doesn’t look like were going anywhere soon

CMO_Zaris says:
::looks at the CO for a reaction to her words::

OPS_Seppela says:
::transfers most of the shield's power to the fore shields as they approach the sun::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Position the creature so it'll clear the ship.

Host CO_David says:
CMO: We might just have to do that...if it destroys the sun though.....

OPS_Seppela says:
CO: Aye sir. ::using the tractor, he brings the creature from the back up to the starboard side of the ship::

Host CO_David says:
Tima/Seppela: Coordinate with each other.  Sling shot the stupid thing into the sun.

OPS_Seppela says:
Tima: We're close enough. Bring us around.

CMO_Zaris says:
CO: I don't think that think can harm a giant ball of burning materials

CNS_Pazoski says:
::still wishes there was another way but is all out of ideas, she lowers her head silently::

Host FM_Selan says:
<Lt. Tima> ::Brings the ship around sharply::

OPS_Seppela says:
::lets the stupid thing go as they come around:: Creature: Now die you stubborn...

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION:  The Creature is sling-shot into the sun ... burning up and vanishing into the flames.

CMO_Zaris says:
::sighs with some satisfaction::

Host FM_Selan says:
<Dr. Keintorn> @ *XO* Commander, Commander!

CTO_Timrok says:
#::throws a few stones across the road:: TO#1: so did you see the game last night?

Host XO_Wall says:
@*Dr*: Wall here

OPS_Seppela says:
::waits for it to jump back out until the sensors tell him it's fried:: CO: We did it sir! ::sigh of relief:: It's burned up.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::hears the Dr's voice:: Self: What now?

Host CO_David says:
::whew:: All: Well, I'm sure SFC will not be pleased....

CTO_Timrok says:
#TO#1: it was never a penalty

Host FM_Selan says:
<Dr. Keintorn>  @ *XO* Sir, you remember how the asteroid was activated because of subspace distortions, and that we thought it was because of all that activity in the Aquilae Star Cluster a few years back, right?

Host XO_Wall says:
@*Dr.*: yes what about it?

Host FM_Selan says:
<Dr. Keintorn> @ *XO* Well, we were wrong ... the asteroid wasn't activated two years ago ... it was activated two weeks ago.

Host XO_Wall says:
@Dr.*: two weeks ago ::looks over at the SO briefly::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: As we fade out on the conversation, and fade into the system a day or so later, we see the Creature fly out of the sun on the other side unharmed ... it continues to move on its merry way, not coming into contact with any  planets or asteroids ... and it will continue to do so for some time ...

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: ... however, if one were able to hear sound in space, they would perhaps hear an evil cackle ... 

Host FM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= End Scary Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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